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Abstract—Cooperative diversity is one of the candidate solutions for enabling ultra-reliable low latency wireless communications (URLLC) for industrial applications. Even if only a moderate density of terminals is present, it allows in typical scenarios
the realization of a high diversity degree. It is furthermore only
based on a reorganization of the transmission streams, making
it achievable even with relatively simple transceiver structures.
On the downside, it relies crucially on the distribution of accurate channel state information while cooperative transmissions
naturally consume time. With the current goal of providing
latencies in the range of 1 ms and below, it is thus open if
cooperative systems can scale in terms of the number of terminals
and the overhead. In this paper, we study these issues with
respect to a finite blocklength error model that accounts for
decoding errors arising from ”above-average” noise occurrences
even when communicating below the Shannon capacity. We show
analytically that the overall error performance of cooperative
wireless systems is convex in the decoding error probability
of finite blocklength error models. We then turn to numerical
evaluations, where several design characteristics of low latency
systems are identified: (I) The major performance improvement
is associated with two-hop transmissions in comparison to direct
transmissions. The additional improvement due to more hops is
only marginal. (II) With an increasing system load, cooperative
systems feature a higher diversity gain, which leads to a significant performance improvement despite the increased overhead
and a fixed overall frame duration. (III) When considering a
realistic propagation environment for industrial deployments,
cooperative systems can be shown to generally achieve URLLC
requirements.
Index Terms—Finite blocklength, packet error rate, multiterminal, wireless industrial network, URLLC.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE proliferation of Machine-to-Machine communications in home, business and industrial environments
entails new requirements towards wireless communications.
Besides optimizing spectral efficiency, future wireless communication standards, such as 5G, will support low latency
communication at predictable ultra-high reliabilities [1]. In
industrial automation, for example, safety- and mission-critical
applications have stringent requirements regarding Qualityof-Service (QoS), which are currently not met by existing
wireless standards [2]. Anticipated targets for reliability and
latency are typically around 1 − 10−9 packet delivery ratio
(PDR) and 1 ms, respectively [3]. Thus, efficient ways are of
interest to increase the communication reliability of wireless
networks while achieving low latencies at the same time.
In order to reach the reliability goals, it is clear that diversity
either in frequency and/or space need to be exploited, while
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exploiting time diversity contradicts the latency requirements.
[4] showed that when operating on very short time scales,
spatial diversity is especially beneficial for increasing the
communication reliability. Moreover, cooperative diversity, a
special form of spatial diversity, allows leveraging distributed
resources of overhearing terminals. This is particularly useful
when the considered terminals have hardware constraints, e. g.,
when they are limited to a single transceiver antenna for
instance due to cost reasons. Then, it is known that cooperative diversity, e. g., cooperative Automatic Repeat reQuest
(ARQ), reduces the outage probability by several orders of
magnitude [5]. Laneman et al. [5] show that full diversity
order in the number of cooperating terminals can be achieved.
In [6], [7], a simple scheme is proposed for selecting the
“best” relay out of several potential relays based on end-to-end
instantaneous Channel State Information (CSI). It is shown
that this approach achieves the same performance as more
complex space-time coding. The authors of [8] investigate
the impact on the transmission delay when using relaying
compared to direct transmissions, i. e., under which conditions
relaying improves the end-to-end transmission delay. In [9],
the authors address ultra-reliable low latency communications
(URLLC) networks by proposing a cooperative approach in
which nodes simultaneously relay messages to reduce the
outage probability. The results show that the transmission
reliability increases with the number of participating nodes,
even for very low cycle times of 2 ms. Likewise, in [10]
a wireless real-time protocol is presented that can achieve
latencies within a few milliseconds while providing extremely
high reliabilities through cooperative ARQ. Comparably, we
showed in previous work [11] that cooperative ARQ can be
effectively integrated into a multi-terminal Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) system with a stringent time deadline.
However, typically these studies are based on idealistic
assumptions: (I) Ignoring the overhead for acquiring CSI;
(II) Considering arbitrarily reliable communication at Shannon’s channel capacity. Both of these assumptions are too optimistic, especially with respect to URLLC networks. Wireless
networks are likely to be comprised of multiple terminals with
a significant number of links between the terminals. Hence, the
overhead of acquiring CSI is considerable and increases with
each additional terminal. Moreover, this increasing overhead
reduces the amount of time available for payload transmission.
However, in industrial wireless networks, strict latency requirements need to be kept. Effectively, this leads to communication
over shorter and shorter blocklengths, which is well known
for its significantly different error behavior in comparison
to the Shannon outage capacity [12]. In our own previous
work, we had studied a single-terminal relaying network
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operating with finite blocklength codes while the focus is
on optimizing/analyzing the throughput performance [13]–
[16]. Nevertheless, these results do not carry over to the
case of multi-terminal URLLC networks. To the best of
our knowledge, the reliability performance of such networks
leveraging multi-terminal cooperative diversity has not been
addressed in the finite blocklength regime so far. In multiterminal systems, the transmission resources are shared and
instantaneous CSI must be acquired for each additional link,
while on the other hand a larger number of terminals leads in
general to a higher diversity degree. To date, the understanding
of the trade-off (CSI acquisition cost vs. diversity) is open
while it is important to be considered for an efficient system
design.
In this work, we investigate these trade-offs with a particular focus on including the overhead as well as basing
the system modeling on finite blocklength error models. A
growing number of participants in a cooperative multi-terminal
network1 potentially increases the diversity degree while the
blocklengths for the individual transmissions decrease. Moreover, as more links must be considered for the relaying paths,
the overhead for the collection of CSI increases as well, which
additionally reduces the available transmission blocklengths.
The fundamental questions addressed in this paper thus are:
How reliable can such a wireless network get at a given (low)
target latency? Which design decisions should be considered
to achieve the anticipated reliability?
Under the consideration of CSI acquisition overhead, and in
particular the error model for communication at finite block
lengths, we provide the following core contributions:
• We characterize the error performance of cooperative
multi-terminal wireless systems under the Finite Blocklength (FBL) regime. We show in particular that the error
performance of a single, tracked terminal, as well as the
overall multi-terminal error performance, is convex in the
decoding error probability with which the individual links
are operated. This is a key result for allowing an efficient
optimization of these systems.
• We show numerically that for practical systems at most
two hops provide already the largest reliability improvement, when comparing to direct transmission systems.
Beyond two hops, the reliability increase is marginal.
• For the case of two-hop relaying, we provide a comparison of two cooperative systems. It is shown that
as the cooperative diversity degree increases with an
increasing number of terminals in the system, the overall
error performance improves despite accounting for the
overhead and the FBL effects. Furthermore, utilizing
Shannon’s outage capacity results can lead to wrong
system conclusions with respect to this trade-off.
• Finally, for a realistic propagation environment of a manufacturing scenario, we show that cooperative systems
can indeed provide ultra-reliable communications at low
latencies despite the necessity to collect instantaneous
CSI and utilizing relays, which consumes additional time.
1 The cooperative multi-terminal network we discuss in this work is actually
a subcategory of cooperative communication, which can be also called
cooperative relaying.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
system model assumptions are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III,
we derive the Packet Error Rate (PER) under the FBL regime;
the key performance indicator of the considered system. In
Sec. IV, we discuss the PER in the Infinite Blocklength (IBL)
regime, this will serve as a reference for the effects of short
blocklengths on the system performance. A validation and
numerical evaluation of the introduced models is included in
Sec. V. A conclusion of this paper is provided in Sec. VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
We consider a wireless network for URLLC in an industrial
context. The network consists of an Access Point (AP) and N
associated terminals, which are all in communication range
of each other. Time is split into frames of duration TF . The
considered transmission medium is assumed to be a flat radio
channel, operating over a given bandwidth B. Transmissions
are mainly affected by fading, which we model by a Rayleighdistributed block-fading process, i.e., channels are static during
each frame but vary independently from frame to frame. The
instantaneous quality of a link is characterized by the Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR). We denote by γi,j the instantaneous
SNR of the link from terminal i to j with i, j = 0, 1, . . . , N ∧
i 6= j, where i = 0 or j = 0 indicates the link from or
to the AP. We assume all links to be reciprocal, i. e., γi,j =
γj,i . Correspondingly, γ i,j denotes the average SNR and we
assume for all links that the average SNR stays constant, i. e.,
terminals are not mobile. Due to the varying nature of the
fading component of the wireless channel, γi,j still varies over
time with mean γ i,j . In particular, γi,j = zγ i,j , where z is the
channel fading gain which is exponentially distributed with
Probability Density Function (PDF):
fZ (z) = exp (−z) .

(1)

In general, terminals as well as the access point might have
multiple transmit antennas. In those cases, we assume that the
average SNR of the links between the antennas of a terminal i
and the ones of another terminal j are homogeneous and given
by γ i,j . In addition, random channel fading processes across
different antennas and different terminals are assumed to be
statistically independent.
A central requirement of the system is to ensure high transmission reliability within a fixed latency bound, as industrial
applications have stringent delay requirements. Furthermore,
in accordance with the considered industrial scenario, we
assume that the terminal application generates a periodic traffic
load, e. g., a proximity sensor that periodically reports the measured distance to a controller. Therefore, a guaranteed medium
access needs to be employed, and we consider in the following
a TDMA system where the AP centrally assigns time slots
to the associated terminals. For each of the N associated
terminals, the AP has to guarantee a reliable transmission by
fulfilling a target average PER for packets with a given size
D (in bits). We assume that the frame time of the TDMA
system is set to the periodicity of the data packets, i. e., each
terminal holds one packet upon each upcoming transmission
frame, where the destination of that packet is some arbitrary
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Fig. 1. General structure of the envisioned TDMA frame: The frame starts
with a CSI Acquisition Period (CP). Based on this information follows a
Beacon Period (BP), which contains the transmission schedule. Note that
although we assume a fixed transmission order, the slot lengths and the relay
decisions might change from frame to frame. Finally, in the Transmission
Period (TP), the N terminals transmit, one after another, their packets.

terminal or the AP within the considered network. In order
to increase the reliability the system can employ cooperative
transmission, i. e., a packet from a Transmitting Terminal
(Tx) to a Receiving Terminal (Rx) may be either transmitted
directly or it is relayed via cooperating terminals depending
on the link conditions. Thus, to minimize the instantaneous
packet error probability, a transmission path between Tx and
Rx needs to be selected that provides the highest reliability.
However, still all N transmissions need to be accommodated
within the frame time TF . The selection of the best path can
be based on instantaneous CSI of all links, which is collected
by the AP periodically.
The considered TDMA frame is depicted in Fig. 1. It
consists of a CSI Acquisition Period (CP), a Beacon Period
(BP), and a Transmission Period (TP). In the CP, the terminals
estimate the CSI of all relevant links in the network and report
afterwards this information to the AP. Details on the cost of
acquiring this CSI are provided in Sec. II-B. In the BP, the
AP sends a beacon, which includes a transmission schedule
and serves as a synchronization reference for the associated
terminals. The TP has a fixed total length of S symbols. It is
further divided into N slots with arbitrary blocklengths, each
reserved for one of the associated terminals and determined
by the scheduler. Each slot length depends on the considered
link qualities and on whether a direct or cooperative path was
selected by the AP. Regarding the mode of cooperation, during
the scheduling process the AP determines for each Tx-Rx pair
the best multi-hop path of maximal hop-count W . Note that we
do not consider the application of maximum ratio combining
or automatic repeat request schemes to be in place in case
of the cooperative transmission. The scheduling decision is
solely based on the amount of symbols it costs to transmit the
packet from Tx to Rx, either by direct transmission, a one-hop
cooperative transmission etc. up to W hops. We provide more
details on the scheduling process in Sec. II-C.
A. Error Model
A key component impacting any wireless system evaluation
is the error model. A commonly used outage performance
model is based on the Shannon-Hartley theorem and we refer
to this as Infinite Blocklength (IBL) modeling regime. According to the Shannon-Hartley theorem, the capacity function of a
complex channel with SNR γ is given by CIBL (γ) = log2 (1+γ)
in bits per channel use. Following the theorem, a transmission
from Tx to Rx is error-free if CIBL (γ) = log (1 + γ) ≥ r ⇔
γ ≥ 2r − 1, where r denotes the coding rate (bit/channel

use). If this requirement is not fulfilled, the packet cannot
be decoded correctly, which leads to a packet outage. The
probability of the outage occurring in an instantaneous singlehop transmission is denoted by
pout = P{γ < 2r − 1} .

(2)

When assuming perfect CSI at the Tx, i. e., the instantaneous
γ is known, an appropriate rate r can be determined such that
pout gets zero. To transmit a packet with size D, different
values of coding rate r lead to different costs of transmitting
symbols, i.e., the symbol cost (blocklength) results as
M ≥ D/r ≥ D/CIBL (γ)

.

(3)

In other words, under the IBL regime a successful transmission
of a packet costs a random number of symbols due to
the random channel fading. As a result, when imposing a
limited duration of the frame TF , which can be interpreted
as a deadline, the timing/symbol budget might not suffice to
reliably convey the packet, or in the multi-user context all
packets. Thus, a packet error occurs and we refer to this error
type as scheduling error.
However, it is well known that the Shannon-Hartley theorem
becomes less accurate for systems with short blocklengths,
i. e., packet transmissions over only a limited number of
symbols, as is the case in our study. This is due to the fact
that it assumes coding blocks of arbitrary length such that
the temporarily varying noise averages out. While for several
thousands of symbols per frame this assumption is more or
less justified, for low latency systems it is clearly not the case.
This motivates us to consider a second error model, which we
refer to as Finite Blocklength (FBL) modeling regime. In this
case, for the real Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
channel, [12] derives an accurate approximation of the coding
rate for a direct transmission under the finite blocklength
assumption. With a given blocklength M , SNR γ, and coding
rate r, the error probability ε is given by
!
1
2 log2 (1 + γ) − r
p
,
(4)
ε≈Q
Vreal /M
R∞
2
where Q (w) = w √12π e−t /2 dt is the Gaussian Q-function.
In addition, Vreal is the channel dispersion of a real Gaussian
2
γ+2
channel given by Vreal = γ2 (1+γ)
2 (log2 e) . This result has
been extended to complex quasi-static fading channel models [17]–[21]. For a direct transmission under a quasi-static
fading channel and with perfect CSI at the Tx, the decoding
error probability at the Rx is
!
CIBL (γ) − r
ε≈Q p
,
(5)
Vcomp /M
where the channel dispersion of a complex Gaussian channel
is Vcomp = 2Vreal . These approximations have been shown to
be tight for sufficiently large values of M [12], [22]. In the
remainder of the paper, we consider sufficiently large values
of M meaning that we assume Eq. (5) to hold with equality.
Comparing Eq. (2) with Eq. (5), the difference between
the two error models becomes evident: Errors under the IBL
regime are solely caused by scheduling, i. e., not enough
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symbols being available to schedule the fixed-size packet with
the appropriate coding rate. However, the error probability
under the FBL regime results from scheduling errors on the
one hand, while in addition also decoding errors at the receiver
might occur due to above-average noise incidents.
B. Overhead Model for CSI Collection and Scheduling
We introduce an overhead model for the CSI acquisition period at the beginning of the TDMA frame as well as the beacon
transmission to announce the scheduling decisions, cf. Fig. 1.
In particular, we are interested in quantifying the amount
of symbols that this acquisition consumes, which reduces
subsequently the amount of symbols available for the payload
transmission. Recall that the AP relies on instantaneous CSI
to schedule the transmissions. Thus, we assume that during
the CP, the current link conditions for each link must first be
determined and subsequently communicated to the AP. This
introduces two types of overhead, namely estimation overhead
and communication overhead, i.e., the former corresponds to
the cost of sending a reference signal for each Tx-Rx pair,
while the latter is spent for transmitting the collected CSI to
the AP. Once the AP has received all CSI, it determines the
schedule and indicates it to the terminals through the beacon.
The beacon contains apart from the selected path also the
timing information, i. e., when which terminal starts packet
transmissions either as source or as relay in a cooperative path.
We refer to the cost of transmitting a beacon in a frame as
signaling overhead.
We assume reciprocal link qualities such that incoming
and outgoing links do not need to be considered separately.
All links from and to the AP can thus be directly estimated
by the AP, leading to no communication overhead for these
links, while the estimation overhead for these links remains.
Furthermore, we assume a fixed order for estimating the link
qualities and reporting them to the AP, i. e., each terminal,
one after the other, sends a reference signal. Afterwards, in
the same order, the terminals report their measurements to
the AP. For a single link, we define Se as the duration of
the reference signal in symbols, Sc indicates the number of
symbols required to represent the link quality accurately, i. e.,
the communication overhead per link, and Ss is the amount of
needed symbols to schedule a single terminal, which influences
the signaling overhead. Note that N terminals are required to
be served in each frame. Then, the total number of symbols
to estimate the qualities of all links is given by N · Se . For the
communication overhead, note that any terminal including the
AP may potentially act as relay, leading to a fully connected
network, while links from and to the AP can be excluded.
Hence, the total number of considered links is N (N2−1) and
the corresponding overhead is (N 2−1) · Sc . Furthermore, the
total signaling overhead results to N · W · Ss , as for a W hop path W scheduling announcements need to be signaled.
Finally, the total overhead in terms of symbols is given by
So = N · (Se + (N 2−1) · Sc + W · Ss ).
C. Problem Statement
As discussed previously, the AP schedules for each transmission the path with the minimal cost in terms of symbols

consumed. For the transmission originating at terminal i we
denote the symbol cost of a direct transmission by MD,i
and the minimum symbol cost of cooperative relaying is
denoted by MR,i . The multi-hop transmission might include
w hops with w ∈ [2, W ], and we denote those links by
Rv , v = 1, . . . , w. Fixing the number of hops to w, the
minimum symbol cost over all P
possible hops is denoted by
w
MR,i,w , and we have MR,i,w = v=1 MRv ,i , where MRv ,i is
the cost at link Rv . Given this, the minimum symbol cost of all
multi-hop paths MR,i is then the minimal one over all possible
numbers of relaying hops, i. e., MR,i = minw∈[2,W ] {MR,i,w }.
For each Tx-Rx pair to be served during the frame we assume
the AP determines the optimal path through solving a shortestpath routing problem where the symbol costs represent the
weights of the edges of a corresponding graph. Therefore,
the AP selects the path option with the minimal cost, i. e.,
Mmin,i = min{MR,i , MD,i } = minw∈[2,W ] {MR,i,w , MD,i }.
The AP tries to schedule all N terminals based on a fixed
transmission order. Aggregating all terminal transmissions,
it is possible that due to the fading the number of symbols S of the data transmission phase of the frame does
not suffice to reliably convey all N packets. In this case,
the first packets are scheduled until the frame length of S
symbols is exceeded and the remaining packets are dropped,
leading to scheduling errors. Let us denote the probability
that the nfirst i packets are o
successfully scheduled by pi , where
Pi
pi = P S ≥ 1 Mmin,k . Hence, the probability of packet
i being dropped due to a scheduling error is given by 1 − pi .
If scheduling errors were the only source of errors in the
system, as is ideally modeled through the IBL assumption,
the corresponding system performance would directly follow
from the above expressions. Thus, from a system perspective
the average PER over N packets results to
PERIBL =

1 XN
{1 − pi }
i=1
N

.

(6)

Nevertheless, in real transmission systems decoding errors
might occur in addition, which is captured by the FBL error
model. Thus, when scheduling the individual links, the AP
needs to consider a target decoding error probability ε∗ when
allocating the symbols for each packet transmission, which
is either direct or multi-hop. This target error probability
influences the overall reliability of an individual transmission
and of the entire system. Let us denote the choice of target
error probability in the scheduling process of the AP by
ε∗ .2 Assuming that the AP chooses a path with w hops,
the corresponding overall Tx-Rx error probability results to
1 − (1 − ε∗ )w ≈ wε∗ .3 Factoring in the likelihood of
choosing the direct link versus the w-hop cooperative paths,
the average probability of losing a packet for terminal i is
denoted by εave,i . Thus, the expected error probability for a
scheduled packet i is ε∗ave,i = P {MD,i is lowest cost} · ε∗ +
2 Note that we do not consider individual target error probabilities for each
terminal i in the following.
3 Considering reliable wireless systems with ε∗  10−1 , thus, we have
1−(1−ε∗ )2 = 2ε∗ −(ε∗ )2 ≈ 2ε∗ , 1−(1−ε∗ )3 = 3ε∗ −3(ε∗ )2 +(ε∗ )3 ≈
3ε∗ , and similar for cases with w ≥ 4.
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P {MR,i,w is lowest cost} · wε∗ . This finally results in
the combined PER of a packet i under the FBL regime
w=2

PERFBL,i = 1 − pi + pi ·

ε∗ave,i

,

(7)

which results in the overall error probability of the entire
system as
1 XN
PERFBL,i
i=1
N
X
N 
1
=
1 − pi + pi ε∗ave,i .
i=1
N

A. Average PER
Recall that MD,i and MR,i are the minimum symbol costs
for transmitting the packet for terminal i via direct transmission and multi-hop relaying with up to W hops. In addition,
MR,i,w is the minimum cost for conveying the packet over a
w-hop path. Let us assume that the CDFs of MD,i , MR,i and
MR,i,w are given by FMD,i (m), FMR,i (m) and FMR,i,w (m),
respectively. Hence we have

PERFBL =

(8)

The probabilities of scheduling errors and decoding errors
are related through the choice of ε∗ . If ε∗ is chosen large, a
larger coding rate follows which leads to a smaller scheduling
cost Mmin,i per terminal i and therefore decreases the scheduling error probability 1 − pi . However, this increases obviously
the average decoding error probability ε∗ave,i . In contrary,
lowering the choice of ε∗ lowers the average decoding error
probability ε∗ave,i at the cost of a larger scheduling error
probability 1 − pi , as the coding rate needs to be decreased,
leading to a larger scheduling cost Mmin,i per terminal i. In
the following, we are interested in characterizing the optimal
trade-off between these two effects. In order to study this
trade-off, however, first a more detailed model needs to be
derived. Given this model for the PER performance, we are
interested in the following fundmental questions: (I) What
is the optimal choice of ε∗ with respect to the overall PER
performance? (II) What is the impact of system aspects such as
the overhead for CSI acquisition and for beacon transmissions
on the overall system performance? How do these effects
impact the optimal choice of ε∗ ? (III) How is the system performance affected when analyzing the considered cooperative
system under the IBL regime instead of the FBL regime? How
important is it to take the decoding errors into account and by
how much is the real system performance overestimated when
modeling the PER only via the IBL regime?

III. PACKET E RROR P ROBABILITY IN THE F INITE
B LOCKLENGTH R EGIME
The receiver SNRs are random variables subject to channel
fading. The cost of reliably transmitting a packet from a
terminal i to a terminal k, in terms of symbols, thus varies over
time along with the random channel fading. We characterize
this random cost by the PDF fMi,k (m). Consequently, the
PDFs of Mmin,i , MD,i , and MR,i,w (cf. Sec. II-C) are denoted
by fMmin,i (m), fMD,i (m), and fMR,i,w (m), respectively. In
the following, we first focus on fMmin,i (m) and on the average
PER (over the channel fading) of the considered system for
given PDFs fMR,i,w (m) and fMD,i (m), i = 0, . . . , N . Then,
we turn to the derivation of the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) FMR,i,w (m) and FMD,i (m) for the considered
multi-hop system. This allows us then to consider the impact
of the target error probability ∗ under the FBL regime on
the overall error probability of the system, which is the main
contribution of this paper.

FMR,i (m) = 1 −

W
Y


1 − FMR,i,w (m) .

(9)

w=2

We denote by Mmin,i the minimal cost between direct
transmission and relaying and by FMmin,i (m) the CDF
of Mmin,i . Then, 1 − FMmin,i (m) indicates the probability of m > M
 min,i , which further equals the probability
1−FMD,i (m) 1−FMR,i (m) , i. e., the probability of m
being larger than both MD,i and MR,i . Therefore, FMmin,i (m)
can be derived as follows


FMmin,i (m) = 1− 1−FMD,i (m) 1−FMR,i (m)
= 1− 1−FMD,i (m)

W
Y


1−FMR,i,w (m) .(10)

w=2

Hence, the PDF of Mmin,i is given by
fMmin,i (m) = fMD,i (m)

W
Y

1 − FMR,i,w (m)



w=2



+ 1−FMD,i (m)



W
X

fM
(m)
 R,i,v

v=2

v6Y
=w



1−FMR,i,w (m) .(11)


v∈[2,W ]

Based on the CSI, the AP determines the transmission mode
for each packet, i. e., either sending it over the best w-hop path
or by direct transmission. Recall that in total N packets need
to be transmitted during a frame while the minimal cost for
transmitting a packet from terminal i is Mmin,i , i = 1, . . . , N .
Note that Mmin,i , i = 1, . . . , N , are approximately i.i.d.,
especially for networks with larger numbers of terminals4 .
Then, the PDF of the sum of the costs of transmitting all
N
P
N packets Msum,N =
Mmin,i is given based on Eq. (11)
i=1
as
fMsum,N (m) = fMmin,1 (m) ⊗ . . . ⊗ fMmin,N (m) , (12)
where ⊗ is the convolution function. The cost of transmitting
n
P
the first n packets is given by Msum,n =
Mmin,i . Thus, the
i=1

probability that the first n packets are successfully transmitted
in a frame with total blocklength S is given by
pn = FMsum,n (S) .

(13)

To derive the average PER over all N packets, denoted by PERFBL , the target error probability ε∗ needs
to be considered. For a scheduled packet of terminal i,
4 In Sec. V, we validate the appropriateness of this approximation by
simulation.
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if the transmission is performed
directly, which hap
pens with probability P
min {MR,i,w } ≥ MD,i
=
w∈[2,W ]
P+∞
m=1 FMD,i (m)fMR,i (m), the decoding error probability
is ε∗ , as only a single link is involved. In addition,
according to (9), fMR,i (m) is given by fMR,i (m) =
W

P
Q
[fMR,i,v (m)
1 − FMR,i,w (m) ]. On the other
v=2

w∈[2,W ],w6=v

hand, if a w-hop path is more efficient, which happens

with probability P
min {MR,i,v } = MR,i,w < MD,i =
v∈[2,W ]
)
(
=w
+∞


v6Q
P
1−FMR,i,v (m) , the
fMR,i,w(m) 1−FMD,i (m)

m=1

v∈[2,W ]

transmission of the packet from terminal i has a decoding
error probability w · ε∗ . Marginalizing over the options for
the different paths of length w, the expected decoding error
probability for packet i is given by

Obviously, M ∗ is a function of γ and λ, while λ is a
function of γ. Consequently, M ∗ is a function of γ. We denote
this function as g(·), i. e., M ∗ = g(γ). Then, the corresponding
inverse function is given by γ = g −1 (M ∗ ). Based on the
channel gain distribution in Eq. (1), the CDF of M ∗ is
Z
Z g−1γ(m)
fZ (z) dz =
fZ (z) dz ,(20)
FM ∗ (m, γ) =
z∈Ω

0

where Ω = {z : M ∗ (zγ) ≤ m}. Then the PDF of M ∗ of a
single-hop link with average channel gain γ is
 −1

p g γ̄(m)
∂FM ∗ (m)
fM ∗ (m, γ̄) =
= ∂g(g−1 (m)) .
(21)
∂m
γ̄
∂m

In general, the blocklength should be a non-negative integer, while the above model is based on a continuous random variable m. It should be mentioned that in this work
we consider sufficiently large values of blocklength, i.e.,
+∞
X
fM ∗ (m, γ̄) ≈ fM ∗ (m + t, γ̄) , t ∈ [0, 1). For simplicity, we
ε∗ave,i = ε∗
FMD,i (m)fMR,i,w (m) +
obtain the PDF of the discrete random variable m by samm=1
pling the above continuous model, which results in the PDF


=w
W
+∞
X
X
fM ∗ (m, γ̄) , m = 0, 1, 2, ..., +∞. In addition, we will validate

v6Y

∗
wε
fMR,i,w(m) 1−FMD,i(m)
1−FMR,i,v(m) .(14) this approximation by means of simulations in Sec. V-B.


w=2
m=1
v∈[2,W ]
Then, the PDF of the cost of transmitting a packet via the
direct
link between terminal
The combined PER for the ith packet and the average PER
 i and k can be expressed as
∗
γ
f
(m)
=
f
m,
MD,i
M
i,k . For a w-hop relaying transmisover all N packets follows then from Equantions (7) and (8).
sion, Eq. (21) can be applied for each hop and thus the PDF
of the total cost over w hops is a product convolution:
B. Distribution of the Transmission Blocklengths
fMR,i,w(m) = fMR1 ,i(m)⊗fMR2 ,i(m)⊗...⊗ fMRw ,i(m) , (22)
According to Eq. (5), the error probability of a single-hop

where fMRv ,i (m) = fM ∗ m, γ v,i , v = 1, ..., w, is the PDF
transmission with packet size D and blocklength M is


of the cost at v-th hop for transmitting packet i and γ v,i is the
average SNR of this hop.


CIBL (γ) − D/M
 .
By applying the above PDFs of MD,i , MR,i,w and Mmin,i to
r
ε = Q
(15)




−2
(8)
and (14), the PER model of the considered system can be
log2 e
1 − (1 + γ)
/M
obtained. We are now in the position to state the main result of
Let us assume in the following that the decoding error prob- our work, namely that the overall packet error rate is a convex
∗
ability of each transmission is required to be lower than 0.5. function of the choice of target decoding error probability  ,
and thus we can optimize the overall average packet error
Then the minimal blocklength M ∗ satisfies
rate or also the one per terminal based on this result. This


captures essentially the trade-off between scheduling errors


CIBL (γ) − D/M ∗
∗


r
ε = Q
(16) and decoding errors under the FBL regime. We have the

 .
following proposition.
1
log2 e
1 − (1+γ)
/M ∗
2
Proposition 1: For the FBL regime and for the considered
cooperative system, the average PER of a single packet i,
In particular, we further have
denoted by PERFBL,i with i = 1, . . . , N as well as the
√
2
√
M ∗ − λ M ∗ − D/CIBL (γ) = 0 ,
(17) average system PER over all N packets transmitted per frame,
denoted by PERFBL , are both convex in the target decoding
r

error probability ε∗ .
1
log2 e
1− (1+γ)
2
Proof: See Appendix A.
, which leads to
where λ = Q−1 (ε∗ )
CIBL (γ)
According to Proposition 1, the reliability of the whole
s
 2
network can be efficiently optimized by applying convex
√
D
λ
λ
M∗ =
+
+ .
(18) optimization techniques to determine the optimal target error
CIBL (γ)
2
2
probability for transmitting a single packet. Note that in a
system deployment this optimization only has to be run once
Finally, this results in a minimal blocklength M ∗ of
at the initialization of the system, unless the average SNRs
s
 2
or essential system parameters like the packet size, frame
D
1
D
λ
M∗ =
+ λ2 + λ
+
. (19) duration, etc. change.
CIBL (γ) 2
CIBL (γ)
2
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IV. PACKET E RROR P ROBABILITY IN THE I NFINITE
B LOCKLENGTH R EGIME

TABLE I
VALIDATION /E VALUATION PARAMETERS .
Symb.

Recall that under the IBL regime, a single-hop transmission
D
D
is error free if CIBL (γ) = log (1 + γ) ≥ M
⇔ γ ≥ 2 M − 1.
Hence, the minimal blocklength cost M ∗ for successfully
transmitting a packet is the realization of a random variable.
Considering that it is required to transmit N packets per frame
within a fixed frame length of S symbols, the transmission
error of the considered system in the IBL regime is fully
subject to scheduling, i. e., the sum of the minimal costs for
transmitting N packets may be larger than S. Since we assume
a block-fading Rayleigh channel, the CDF of the minimal
blocklength M ∗ for transmitting a packet of size D via a
single-hop transmission with average SNR γ is given by
∗

(m, γ) = Pr{M ≤ m} = Pr{γ ≥ 2


1 D
m
= exp −
2 −1
.
γ

D
m

100

− 1}

5 MHz
1 ms
5000
5
400 bit
8
8
24
15 dB

Channel bandwidth
Frame length in time
Total amount of symbols per frame
Number of transmissions per frame
Packet size
Symbols for estimating one link
Symbols for collecting quality of one link
Symbols for scheduling one terminal
Average SNR at the receiver

W =1
W =1

W =2
W =2

W =3
W =3

W =4
W =4

W =5
W =5

10-2

(23)

The PDF of the minimal cost t∗ of a single-hop transmission
with average SNR γ, assuming that t is a continuous random
variable, is then given by

 2 Dt D ln 2
1 D
·
ft∗ (t, γ) = exp −
2t −1 ·
γ
γ
t2

Description

10-1

. (24)

Note that the real cost M (in symbols) is an integral. Hence,
we have M ∗ = dt∗ e, where d.e is a function that rounds up
to the nearest integer. Then, the CDF of the minimal cost in
symbols is
 D
Z m 
1  D −1  2 t D ln 2
FM ∗ (t, γ) = exp −
2t
·
dt . (25)
·
γ
γ
t2
1
The average PER over all N packets can be obtained by
Eq. (6). Note that the IBL regime can be seen as a special case
of the FBL regime, where m → +∞ and ε∗ → 0. Hence, the
derivations in the previous section still hold in the IBL regime.
In particular, we can derive pi for relaying by substituting
Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) in Eq. (22), Eq. (10) and Eq. (8).
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we empirically evaluate the finite blocklength performance of the considered multi-terminal wireless industrial network. Firstly, we introduce the evaluation
methodology and parameterization in Sec. V-A. Secondly,
in Sec. V-B, we study the features of the shown convexity
of the PER with respect to the target error probability. In
particular, we are interested in the behavior of the convexity with different system setups. Thirdly, we move to a
more general performance investigation in Sec. V-C and, in
particular, analyze the performance gap between FBL and
IBL. The evaluation of an industrial automation use-case is
presented in Sec. V-D. Finally, we extend our model to Rician
fading channels (cf. Sec. V-E) and analyze the throughput
performance (cf. Sec. V-F).

PER

F

M∗

B
TF
S
N
D
Se
Sc
Ss
γ

Value

10-3
10-4
10-5
10-6
10-7 -10
10

10-9

10-8

10-7 10-6 10-5 10-4
Target error probability

10-3

10-2

10-1

Fig. 2. PER for an increasing number of hops (W ) varying the target error
probability ∗ . For solid lines the avg. link quality is γ = 5 dB, while for
dashed lines the avg. link quality is γ = 7.5 dB.

A. Methodology
We start with an evaluation of the proposed system by
means of simulations under a parameterization of the system
model given in Table I. We are in particular interested initially
in the benefit of considering longer and longer paths on the
overall error probability. Fig. 2 shows the average packet
error rate of the system over an increasing path length (W )
considered during the scheduling process, where W = 1
represents direct transmissions from Tx to Rx. With W = 2,
a packet might be relayed via one relay, with W = 3, a
packet might be relayed via up to two relays and so on. In the
simulations, for a given instance the optimal path is always
chosen considering the limitation on W though. Note that the
scheduling requires more and more computation time if longer
path lengths are considered. Fig. 2 initially reveals a significant
performance improvement as the system moves from direct
transmission to also exploiting multi-hop paths. However, from
Fig. 2 we observe that the major performance improvement is
reaped off already when considering only 2-hop transmissions
in addition to the direct transmissions. Fig. 2 also shows the
convex behavior for the packet error rate as a function of the
decoding error probability . For any multi-hop setting, an
optimal choice of decoding error probability  exists, which
nevertheless is dependent on the system parameters.
Due to the marginal improvement in the packet error probability if more than 2 hops are considered by the scheduler,
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(c) 1st hop (B EST-R ELAY).
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Fig. 3. Example scenario for transmitting a packet m1 from Tx1 to Rx1 , using
B EST-A NTENNA (a-b) and B EST-R ELAY (c-d). In (a), the AP schedules an
indirect transmission of m1 , as the direct link is currently in a bad state,
selecting the currently best antenna to receive m1 . In (b), m1 is successfully
transmitted from AP to Rx1 , again using the currently best antenna for
transmission. In (c), three distinct relays overhear m1 , while the direct
transmission fails. In (d), m1 is relayed by Tx3 , the best available relay.
100

Direct, sim
1 Antenna, sim
2 Antenna, sim

10-2

PER

we limit in the following the investigations to systems with
at most W = 2 hops. In particular, we compare the system
performance of two specific system variants:
B EST-A NTENNA: This system realizes an asymmetric distribution of hardware resources as it is common in cellular
networks, i. e., a complex, powerful base station and less
complex terminals. Terminals are typically limited regarding
memory, processing capabilities and transmission antennas
in comparison to the AP. Therefore, in this system setup cooperative transmission is solely performed by the AP.
Transmissions are thus either directly sent from Tx to Rx
or indirectly via the (multi-antenna) AP. For simplicity, we
assume that the AP uses antenna selection to pick the currently
best link for incoming and outgoing transmissions and possibly
different antennas on the incoming and outgoing transmission
of the same packet. An example for the relaying in the B ESTA NTENNA system set-up is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a-b). Minor
modifications need to be considered with respect to the overhead model. In the case of B EST-A NTENNA, packets are either
transmitted directly between Tx and Rx or indirectly via the
AP, all relay links can thus be estimated by the AP. Only for
direct transmissions, the respective links are estimated by the
terminals and consequently this information must be conveyed
to the AP. Thus, a total of N links must be characterized,
leading to a total overhead of N ·Sc . Hence, the total overhead
per frame in B EST-A NTENNA is So = N · (Se + Sc + Ss ).
Below, we consider multiple scenarios with different numbers
of antennas at the AP for the best antenna selection. To
distinguish these B EST-A NTENNA set-ups, we denote by k
Antenna a scenario with k antennas at the AP.
B EST-R ELAY: The second system set-up makes full use of
the existing distributed resources, assuming that terminals and
AP have (more or less) comparable hardware characteristics.
Apart from the direct transmission path for a packet between
Tx and Rx, any overhearing terminal in the cell may act as
relay to transmit the packet. However, following our findings
from above, at most 2-hop paths are realized in the system,
i. e., . the AP selects for each transmission a direct transmission
path or the best available 2-hop path based on instantaneous
CSI. An example of the system operation in case of B ESTR ELAY is illustrated in Fig. 3 (c-d). With respect to the
overhead model, consider that in B EST-R ELAY, any terminal
including the AP may potentially act as relay, leading to a
fully connected network. However, since links from and to
the AP can be excluded, the total number of considered links
is N (N2−1) . This leads, for B EST-R ELAY, to a total overhead
in terms of symbols of So = N · (Se + (N 2−1) · Sc + Ss ). In
the following, we consider multiple scenarios with a different
number of relays. We denote by k Relay the scenario with
k available terminals to act as relay candidates. In particular,
when all terminals may act as relay candidate, we call this
scenario Max Relay.
Quantization Model of the CSI: Our analytical derivations
rely on the existence of perfect CSI at the AP. In a practical
deployment, however, the quantization of the CSI and its
reliable transmission to the AP must be considered. Therefore,
before considering more detailed evaluations, we first study the
effects of a quantized CSI on the system performance to find
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10-8
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12

Perfect

Link quality representation [bit]
Fig. 4. PER depending on the quantization of link qualities. We vary the
number of bits used to represent a single link quality, where perfect is the
reference for an arbitrarily high representation.

the right trade-off for the overhead cost. As a reference, we
use a simple uniform quantizer for the channel states, which
we define as follows


γ
U (γ) = ∆ ·
+ 0.5
,
(26)
∆
where ∆ denotes the step size depending on the number of
bits used to represent the quality of a single link. We simulate
D IRECT (no cooperative diversity) and B EST-A NTENNA and
consider a varying number of bits used to represent the CSI.
For each data point, we generate at least 108 transmission
frames to be able to empirically observe the expected PER.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. We see that, in general,
when increasing the cooperative diversity in the system, i. e.,
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Fig. 5. Simulative validation of the analytical models for D IRECT, B ESTR ELAY, and B EST-A NTENNA under the FBL regime varying the target error
probability ∗ .

shifting from D IRECT to 2 Antenna, the PER decreases by
several orders of magnitude. When moving from a perfect
representation of the link quality to a quantized representation,
the PER remains relatively stable until a certain representation,
e. g., 6 bit for B EST-A NTENNA. Below this point, the PER
strongly increases. We thus set the overhead Sc = 8 for our
evaluation, allowing at least 8 bit to be reserved for the quality
representation of one link. The remaining overhead parameters
are adapted accordingly. With this overhead parameterization,
in the following we assume that the quantized CSI has a
negligible influence on the PER.
B. Convexity of the PER
We empirically validate PERFBL (cf. Eq. (8)) depending
on ∗ for D IRECT, B EST-R ELAY, and B EST-A NTENNA by
simulations. For this, we consider a rather synthetic scenario
where all links have the same average SNR γ = 15 dB. Given
this scenario and the parameterization as shown in Table I, we
generate random instances of the receiver SNR, which are used
to calculate, for each transmission, the minimal blocklength
M ∗ and subsequently to compute the respective PER. For
B EST-R ELAY and B EST-A NTENNA, we set the number of
available relays/antennas to one and two, leading to PERs that
can be verified by simulations in a reasonable amount of time.
The respective results are depicted in Fig. 5. Markers
indicate simulation results, while lines indicate the respective
numerical results for comparison. We observe that the simulation accurately matches the numerical results as only small
deviations are observed due to a finite number of samples
in the simulation. This indicates that our approximation of
2ε∗ + (ε∗ )2 by (ε∗ )2 is appropriate even for cases when the
PER is up to 10−1 . In addition, the results also confirm that it
is appropriate to approximate/assume the costs for transmitting
different packets being i.i.d. and it is appropriate to obtain

10-8

10-10
10-15
10 0

3 MHz, 0 dB, 32 bit
3 MHz, 2 dB, 78 bit
5 MHz, 2.5 dB, 200 bit
5 MHz, 10 dB, 1075 bit
10-10

10-5

Target error probability

100

Fig. 6. PER of 4 Antenna for different channel bandwidths, SNRs, and packet
sizes varying the target error probability ∗ .

the distribution of the blocklength cost (discrete random variable) by sampling the initially considered continuous variable.
Moreover, these results together with Fig. 2 confirm Proposition 1 (cf. Sec. III-B), showing that the PERFBL is convex
in ∗ . To the left of the optimum, the system performance
is dominated by scheduling errors, whereas to the right the
performance is dominated by decoding errors. This is the
reason for the (log-log) linear increase in the packet error rate
to the right of the optimum, which can not be influenced. Once
the optimum is reached, the PERFBL increases moderately
with a lower ∗ for the considered parameterization. In the
following, we consider the left-hand side of the optimum in
more detail.
In Fig. 6, we consider B EST-A NTENNA for 4 antenna
and vary the channel bandwidth, SNRs, and packet sizes. In
all cases, the PER curves are convex in ∗ . The slope on
the left side of the optimum differs depending on available
bandwidth, SNR and packet size. We attribute this to the
impact of the different parameters on the scheduling errors.
For instance, the narrower the bandwidth, the lower is the
amount of total resources for transmitting all packets, and
thus the more sensitive is the scheduling error probability
regarding the choice of the decoding error probability ∗ .
This also holds for lower average SNRs obviously. The key
observation though is that the slope on the right-hand side of
the optimum is generally steeper than the one on the left-hand
side. This implies that for practically all real system settings,
a rather conservative choice of the decoding error probability
∗ is to be made if system parameters such as the average
SNR are uncertain. The error from the choice is significantly
smaller than the error from choosing a too large decoding error
probability ∗ .
C. Finite Versus Infinite Blocklength Regime
In this section, we evaluate the proposed system in a more
general way, analyzing the performance gap between FBL
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Fig. 7. PER when varying the packet size D for B EST-A NTENNA and B ESTR ELAY.

and IBL. More specifically, we investigate the PER of B ESTA NTENNA and B EST-R ELAY while varying packet sizes, SNR,
number of terminals, and CSI acquisition overhead based on
the parametrization of Table I.
1) Packet Size: We begin with the packet size D, which
we vary between 28 bit and 214 bit. The results for B ESTA NTENNA and B EST-R ELAY are depicted in Fig. 7 (a) and
Fig. 7 (b), respectively. In general, a higher number of antennas
or relays decreases the PER due to an increasing cooperative
diversity. In addition, when approaching D = 212 bit, the PER
rapidly increases for both regimes as the available transmission symbols do not suffice to reliably transmit such large
packets. More interestingly, for smaller packet sizes (below
210 bit), we observe a significant performance gap between
the FBL and the IBL regime. This is due to the error model
differences. In the IBL regime, the error is purely caused by
scheduling. In the FBL regime, however, both the decoding
and the scheduling error contribute to the PERFBL . For small
packets, the decoding error probability becomes dominant in

comparison to the scheduling error probability and essentially
limits the performance. Hence, the system performance can not
be arbitrarily scaled by choosing for example smaller packet
sizes, which is possible for certain industrial applications.
Here, an analysis performed purely on the IBL regime would
be misleading. Finally, comparing the two systems we observe
that B EST-A NTENNA clearly outperforms B EST-R ELAY, when
the number of antennas corresponds to the number of relays.
This is due to a smaller overhead in case of B EST-A NTENNA
as well as the performance advantage achieved through antenna switching at the base station, which was assumed with
B EST-A NTENNA.
2) Scalability: An important question is how the performance of a cooperative system behaves with an increasing
number of terminals, when considering the overhead of collecting CSI and the effects of finite blocklengths. We address
this issue in Fig. 8, where we only focus on B EST-R ELAY
(cf. Sec. V-A). If the number of potential relay partners is
limited, we observe that each additional terminal increases
the achievable/minimal PER (at the optimal choice of target
error probability), since the transmission resources are limited.
However, if the relaying is unrestricted (we refer to this case
as Max Relay) a significant performance improvement can be
observed with each additional terminal as the diversity degree
of the system increases. This interesting PER behavior is
particularly visible under the IBL regime. However, the results
under the FBL regime indicate that this behavior is not entirely
accurate, especially for a higher number of terminals in the
system. Although each terminal increases the diversity degree,
the statistical effects of the reduced transmission symbols per
terminal in combination with an increasing overhead lead to
an optimal point where the reliability afterwards drastically
drops. This optimal point is reached with a smaller number of
terminals than the results under the IBL regime suggest.
3) Overhead for Acquiring CSI: Finally, we further investigate the achievable PER (at the optimal choice of the target
error probability) of B EST-R ELAY when using all available
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Fig. 9. The achievable PER at the optimal choice of target error probability
while varying N for B EST-R ELAY (Max Relay), considering different channel
bandwidths B and CSI overhead assumptions.

relays (Max Relay). In Fig. 9, we consider systems with and
without overhead model and vary the channel bandwidth B
to illustrate their impact on the system performance. In both
the IBL and the FBL regime, when an overhead model is
included, the optimal PER is higher and is reached for a
lower N . In addition, the gap between IBL and FBL becomes
even more significant for a large bandwidth. These results
again emphasize that a performance evaluation under the IBL
regime compared to FBL regime is quite inaccurate and, more
importantly, that the performance gap depends on different
factors.
The Max Relay curves in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 provide
some insight with respect to the reliability optimization of
such wireless networks. Most importantly, the results show
the existence of an extremely reliable system set up, which
results from the trade-off between increased system load and
higher available diversity. While the absolute values are clearly
subject to modeling errors stemming from abstractions, i. e.,
such reliability levels are likely not carrying over to reality,
we emphasize that for a certain range of increasing load,
the increasing diversity gain dominates the overall system
performance. A subsequent question resulting from this observation is if such a behavior can be reproduced—at least
qualitatively—in practical experiments.
D. Industrial Automation Scenario
Finally, we evaluate the performance of B EST-A NTENNA
and B EST-R ELAY in an industrial automation scenario to
assess the performance of our system in a more realistic
topology with heterogeneous links. After giving a detailed
scenario description, we discuss the performance evaluation
for both system variants.
1) Scenario Description: We base our evaluation topology
on the Smart Automation Lab5 , located at the Laboratory for
Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL) of RWTH
5 http://www.smartautomationlab.de

Fig. 10. Example topology for industrial automation scenario.

Aachen University. The Smart Automation Lab includes several production cells (PCs), where each PC performs a specific
task in the production process and typically depends on
another PC. While being wired today, wireless communication
between the PCs would facilitated the modularity of the PCs
and ultimately reduce costs. Thus, we consider a realistic
topology with four production rows, where each row contains
five PCs as shown in Fig. 10. In each production line, each PC
signals to its successor that the process progress is within the
expected parameters, where the last PC in a row transmits this
information back to the first PC. The wireless communication
is centrally managed by the AP.
For the evaluation, we use the same parameterization as
listed in Table I, except that the assumption on an homogeneous average SNR for all links does not apply anymore. We
set the transmit power of PCs and the AP to 0 dBm to minimize
interference to co-existing wireless systems, while the noise
floor is assumed to be at -80 dBm. For the path loss, we resort
to an appropriate industrial model [23] with:

PLdB = A log10 d[m] + B + XSF ,
(27)
where d[m] denotes the transmission distance in meters and
XSF is a lognormal-distributed variable with zero-mean and
standard deviation σSF accounting for the shadow fading. [23]
performed measurements at the Smart Automation Lab determining the path loss coefficients to A = 21.75, B = 47.08,
and σSF = 2.4 for the 5.85 GHz band.
2) Evaluation Results: Based on the aforementioned scenario, we first evaluate for N = 5 (cf. production line B in
Fig. 10) the behavior of the achievable PER when changing
the target error probability ∗ . The results, which are shown
in Fig. 11, confirm the convexity of PERFBL in ∗ for all
system variants. After reaching the optimum of 4 Antennas /
Relays, the gap in the PER between the two system variants
is about two orders of magnitude. This gap is more significant
than in a corresponding homogeneous scenario, where the
results of such a scenario are also shown for comparison
purposes. This is due to the the positioning of the AP in
B EST-A NTENNA: Considering production line B, the AP in
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are not shown here, are qualitatively similar to the ones in
Fig. 2 (homogeneous case), where the major performance improvement results from considering only 2-hop transmissions
in addition to direct transmissions. Summarizing, all these
results show that URLLC in industrial use cases is feasible
through cooperative systems, despite the incurred overhead for
CSI acquisition.
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of the considered industrial automation scenario.

the real deployment has on average a more central location
in comparison to the potential relays and therefore B ESTA NTENNA significantly outperforms B EST-R ELAY. Secondly,
we evaluate the reliability for different N , i. e., we start with
one production row (N = 5), then we add another one
(N = 10) and so on. The respective results are depicted
in Fig. 12. In both system variants, the reliability increases
with the number of antennas or relays. For B EST-A NTENNA,
however, we need a high degree of diversity, i. e., at least four
antennas, to achieve a PER of 10−9 , since the direct links are
in general stronger than the links to the AP, although the AP is
positioned centrally. For B EST-R ELAY, in turn, it is worth to
apply the “Max Relay” case, at least until roughly 15 terminals.
For larger topologies, the number of relays should be limited
to avoid performance losses due to a large CSI overhead. In
general, these results thus confirm our previous findings.
In addition, we also evaluated the performance of this
industrial automation network while varying the number of
hops of the cooperative communication. The results, which

E. Extension to Rician Fading Channels
The study in previous sections under the assumption of
Rayleigh fading can also be extended to the Rician fading
model. The PDF of the channel fading gain of a Rician
−K−(K+1)z
fading
·
 p is given by fZ (z, K) = (K + 1)e
I0 2 K(K + 1)z , where K is the Rician factor and Ik (·)
is the k th -order modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Then, the corresponding average PER performance can be
obtained based on the model in the previous sections, i. e.,
by substituting fZ (z) by fZ (z, K) in (20) and (21). In
comparison to the Rayleigh fading model, a Rician fading
channel with a line of sight (LOS) path possibly introduces a
better channel quality. Hence, the expected blocklength cost
(for transmitting a packet satisfying a target error probability)
is decreased and the scheduling error probability and the
average PER is reduced. In particular, if the fading processes
of all links are also assumed to be i.i.d. (homogeneous
scenario), the PDF of the expected blocklength cost is the
same for all links. Therefore, in comparison to the model in
the previous sections, the Rician fading introduces an equal
influence on the blocklength cost for transmissions to all
terminals. In particular, the impact of target error probability
on the scheduling error and the average PER does not change.
In the following, we provide numerical findings that support
the above line of argumentation by providing a numerical
investigation on the PER under a Rician fading scenario with
heterogeneous links, i. e., considering the topology provided in
Fig. 10. The results are shown in Fig. 13. From the figure, we
observe that the PER under a Rician fading scenario is convex
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Fig. 13. PER depending on ∗ under a Rician fading model for the topology
provided in Fig. 10.
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in the target error probability as well for different choices
of K, which corresponds to our findings for the Rayleigh
fading scenario. Moreover, as expected, a high value of K
(corresponding to a strong LOS path) results in a low PER.

industrial scenarios with either Rayleigh or Rician fading
channels, we confirmed that cooperative systems are able to
provide ultra-reliable communications at low latencies.

A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1

F. Throughput Performance Discussion
Although the focus of this work is on the reliability performance of the considered multi-terminal networks, we conclude
the numerical section with some remarks on the throughput
performance to point out the general differences of these
two metrics. Note that for all above studied scenarios, we
have a fixed packet size of D. Hence, the corresponding
(average) sum throughput over N terminals in bits per frame
can be obtained by µsum = (1 − PER) · D · N showing that
µsum is strongly influenced by the PER. Recall that we have
analytically and simulatively shown that the PER is convex
in the target error probability. Hence, for given D and N ,
µsum is concave in the target error probability. In addition,
the PER is observed to be increasing in the packet size D.
Note that µsum = (1 − PER) · D · N is decreasing with the
PER but increasing with D. Hence, µsum is expected to be
concave/quasi-concave in D. Moreover, under the Max Relay
case we have numerically shown that the PER is quasi-convex
in the number of terminals in the network N . Therefore, the
throughput is expected to be concave or quasi-concave in N .
Numerical studies, not shown in this paper, confirm these
findings.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we consider the reliability performance of
multi-terminal wireless industrial networks operating based on
finite blocklength codes and leveraging cooperative diversity.
We primarily show that under the FBL regime the PER of
the studied network is convex in the target error probability
of each link. This allows for an efficient optimization of the
system performance to minimize the expected packet error
rate. Two factors are traded-off with respect to the optimum:
On the one hand, scheduling errors arise due to a limited
number of symbols available for a given frame. On the other
hand, a choice for the decoding error probability needs to be
done. Both these error sources influence each other, leading
to an optimal choice of the decoding error probability with
respect to minimizing the overall packet error probability.
Numerically, we show that a cooperative system does not
benefit significantly from scheduling paths with more than
two hops. Furthermore, the trade-off between the scheduling
and decoding errors leads in almost all cases to an optimum.
Due to the nature of the optimum, we furthermore find that in
almost all cases a more conservative decoding error probability
should be chosen in case that system parameters are uncertain,
as the gradient around the optimum implies a smaller error for
lower-than-optimal choices of the decoding error probability.
Analyzing the considered systems through the FBL and IBL
model reveals furthermore strong performance differences
which in several cases can lead to false conclusions if only
considering the IBL model. Finally, when considering our
investigated system models with respect to more realistic

According to Eq. (7), regarding the PER for a packet j,
j = 1, 2, ...N , we have
∂pj
∂pj ∗
∂PERFBL,j
= − ∗
+ ∗
εave,j + pj ,
∂ε∗ave,j
∂εave,j
∂εave,j
∂ 2 PERFBL,j
∂ 2 pj
∂ 2 pj ∗
∂pi
=
−
+
εave,j + 2 ∗
.
∂ 2 ε∗ave,j
∂ 2 ε∗ave,j
∂ 2 ε∗ave,j
∂εave,j

We first study the PER of packet 1 and subsequently, we
will extend the analysis to packet j, with j ≥ 2. According
to our system model, packet 1 could be transmitted either via
the direct link or using relaying. In the following, these two
cases are discussed separately.
1) If packet 1 is transmitted via the direct link, we
have ε∗ave,i = ε∗ . The probability of success+∞
R −z
fully scheduling packet 1 is p1 =
e dz =
∗ /γ̄

e−γ
γ̄

γ ∗ /γ̄

with first and second derivatives with re∗

−γ
1
spect to ε∗ : ∂p
= − γ̄12 ∂γ
∂ε∗ e
 ∂ε∗ 

2
∗
2 ∗
1 −γ ∗ /γ̄
1 ∂γ
− ∂∂ 2γε∗ .
γ̄ 2 e
γ̄ ∂ε∗

∗

/γ̄

∂ 2 p1
∂ 2 ε∗

and

=

Therefore, we have:
∂ 2 PERFBL,1
∂p1
∂ 2 p1
= 2 ∗ − (1 − ε∗ ) 2 ∗ =
2
∗
∂ ε (
∂ε
∂ ε
)
 ∗2 !
2 ∗
1 −γ ∗ /γ̄
∂γ ∗
∗ ∂ γ
∗ 1 ∂γ
e
(1−ε
)
ε
−
−2
. (28)
γ̄ 2
∂2
γ̄ ∂ε∗
∂ε∗

Based on Eq. (15), we have
Q̇−1 (ε∗ ) =

1
√
1− γ 2 +2γ
(C (γ)−D/M ) ∗
(
) IBL
M
∂γ
p
.
log2 e
∂ε∗
γ 2 + 2γ

According to the definition of Q-function, the first
derivative of Q−1 (ε∗ ) with respect to ε∗ is given by
Q̇−1 (ε∗ ) = −

√

(Q−1 (ε∗ ))2
2πe

<0 .

2

1
(CIBL (γ) − D/M ) > 0 as γ 2 +
Therefore, 1 − (γ 2 +2γ)
2γ > log2 (1 + γ)∗ = CIBL (γ) > CIBL (γ) − D/M for
γ > 0. Hence, ∂γ
∂ε∗ < 0. In particular, we have

γ̄ ∂γ ∗
γ̄
=
2 ∂ε∗
2

2
√
−1
∗
− 2πe(Q (ε )) /2
1
1−
(C
(γ)−D/M )
√
(γ 2 +2γ√
) IBL
M
log2 e
2
γ +2γ


r
< − γ̄

2

(γ)−D/M
C
M (1+γ)2  IBLr
log2 e
γ 2 +2γ

(γ 2 + 2γ)
·e
M

(

)


 /2

−1 .
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Similarly, the second derivative of Q−1 (ε∗ ) with respect
to ε∗ can be derived, based on Eq. (15) and the definition
of Q-function, as
√

−1

Q̈


1
D
1 − γ 2 +2γ
CIBL (γ) − M
(
)
M
∂2γ∗
p
(ε ) =
log2 e
∂ 2 ε∗
γ 2 + 2γ

1
D 
√
2
1 − γ 2 +2γ
CIBL (γ) − M
(
)
M
∂γ ∗
−
,
3
log2 e
∂ε∗
(γ 2 + 2γ) 2
∗

−1

Q̈−1 (ε∗ ) = 2πQ−1 (ε∗ ) e(Q

Moreover, we have

∂2γ∗
∂ 2 ε∗

(ε )) > 0,

ε∗ < 0.5 .

< 0, then

∗
∂ PERFBL,1
1
∂γ ∗
> 3 e−γ /γ̄ ∗
2
∗
∂ ε
γ̄
∂ε

2

∗

2

∗

∂ 2 PER



∂γ ∗
−2 − γ̄ ∗
∂ε


>0,

FBL,1
> 0 for the direct
as γ̄2 ∂γ
∂ε∗ < −1. Hence,
∂ 2 ε∗
transmission case.
2) Packet 1 might also be transmitted via a multi-hop
relaying link, i. e., a w-hop link with w = 2, 3, 4, ....
Then, we have ε∗ave,i = 1 − (1 − ε∗ )w ≈ wε∗ (see
Footnote 2). Hence, the PER of this packet is given by
PERFBL,1 = 1 − p1 + wε∗ p1 . Note that fMhopv ,1 is
the PDF of the blocklength cost for transmitting packet
1 via the v-th hop, v = 1, ..., w. In particular, fMhopv ,1
has exactly the same expression as p1 in the above direct
transmission case (also the PDF of the blocklength cost
via a single link). Hence, for the multi-hop case, the first
and second derivatives of the PER with respect to ε∗ are
∂PERFBL,1
∗
1
= − ∂p
given by
∂ε∗
∂ε∗ (1 − wε ) + wp1 and

In the following, we consider the PER of a packet j,
j ≥ 2. Recall that the source determines the transmission
mode (either relaying or direct transmission) and selects the
relay independently for each packet, i.e., Mmin,i , i = 1, . . . , N ,
(x)
are i.i.d. Note that it holds that ∂(f (x)⊗g(x))
= ∂f∂x
⊗ g(x)
∂x
for the derivative of a convolution product. Hence, according
∂p
1
to Eq. (13), we have ∂ε∗j = ∂p
∂ε∗ ⊗fMmin,2 (S)⊗...⊗fMmin,j (S)
and
∂ 2 PERFBL,2
∂ 2 p2
∂ 2 p2 ∗
∂p2
=
−
+
ε +2 ∗
∂ 2 ε∗
∂ 2 ε∗
∂ 2 ε∗
∂ε
∂ 2 p1
∗
= (ε − 1) 2 ∗ ⊗ fMmin,2 (S)... ⊗ fMmin,j (S)
∂ ε
+ 2fMmin,1 (S) ⊗ fMmin,2 (S)... ⊗ fMmin,j (S)
 2

∂ p1 ∗
∂p1
(ε
−1)+2
=
⊗ fMmin,2 (S) . . .
∂ 2 ε∗
∂ε∗
⊗ fMmin,j (S) > 0 .

Hence, the PERFBL,j is convex in ε∗ for j = 1, 2, ..., N .
As the sum of convex functions is also convex, PERFBL =
N
P
1
PERFBL,j is convex in ε∗ .
N
j=1
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